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Awakening the Moral Imagination: By portraying wonderful and frightening worlds in which ugly beasts are
transformed into princes and evil persons are turned to stones and good persons back to flesh, fairy tales
remind us of moral truths whose ultimate claims to normativity and permanence we would not think of
questioning. When Mendal was already the far-famed and much-hated rabbi of Kotzak, he once returned to the
little town in which he was born. There he visited the teacher who taught him his alphabet when he was a child
and read five books of Moses with him. But he did not go to see the teacher who had given him further
instruction, and at a chance meeting the man asked his former pupil whether he had any cause to be ashamed
of his teacher. But my first teacher taught me true teachings which cannot be refuted, and they have remained
with me as such. That is why I owe him special reverence. The Victorians certainly held to that notion when
they brought the fairy tale into the nursery. In our day, we have seen a resurgence of interest in the fairy tale.
The renowned psychiatrist Bruno Bettelheim gave this an important impetus twenty years ago with his
publication of The Uses of Enchantment. The Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales The child finds this
kind of meaning through fairy tales. They need, and are asking for direction in how to influence the moral
character of the young. For this reason it is surprising to me how little has been written on the moral meaning
in fairy tales. One would have thought that ethicists might do better. Perhaps this is because, like so many
others, they have subscribed to the falsehood that children are at a pre-moral stage and that socialization rather
than moral formation is more appropriate to their kind. But intuitively and from our experience as parents and
teachers we ought to know that it is not that simple. You tell a story because a statement would be inadequate.
The great stories avoid didacticism and supply the imagination with important symbolic information about the
shape of our world and appropriate responses to its inhabitants. The contemporary moral philosopher Alasdair
Maclntyre sums this up eloquently: It is through hearing stories about wicked stepmothers, lost children, good
but misguided kings, wolves that suckle twin boys, youngest sons who receive no inheritance but must make
their own way in the world and eldest sons who waste their inheritance Deprive children of stories and you
leave them unscripted, anxious stutterers in their actions as in their words 4 Musing on the wisdom and ethics
of the fairy tale, G. Chesterton observes that the genre sparks a special way of seeing that is indispensable to
morality. For Chesterton is suggesting what the moral imagination is when he remarks: But we cannot say
why an egg can turn into a chicken any more than we can say why a bear could turn into a fairy prince. As
ideas, the egg and the chicken are further from each other than the bear and the prince; for no egg itself
suggests a chicken, whereas some princes do suggest bears. Moral living is about being responsive and
responsible toward other people. And virtues are those traits of character that enable persons to use their
freedom in morally responsible ways. The great Jewish philosopher Martin Buber tells the story of how he fell
into "the fatal mistake of giving instruction in ethics" by presenting ethics as formal rules and principles.
Buber discovered that very little of this kind of education gets "transformed into character-building substance.
I try to explain that it is wicked to bully the weak, and at once I see a suppressed smile on the lips of the
strong. I try to explain that lying destroys life, and something frightful happens: Instead, a compelling vision
of the goodness of goodness itself needs to be presented in a way that is attractive and stirs the imagination. A
good moral education addresses both the cognitive and affective dimensions of human nature. Stories are an
irreplaceable medium of this kind of moral education. This is the education of character. The Greek word for
character literally means an impression. Moral character is an impression stamped upon the self. Character is
defined by its orientation, consistency, and constancy. Today we often equate freedom with morality and
goodness. But this is naive because freedom is transcendent and the precondition of choice itself. Depending
upon his character, an individual will be drawn toward either goodness or wickedness. Moral and immoral
behavior is freedom enacted either for good or for ill. In these stories the virtues glimmer as if in a looking
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glass, and wickedness and deception are unmasked of their pretensions to goodness and truth. These stories
make us face the unvarnished truth about ourselves while compelling us to consider what kind of people we
want to be. It is also a story that depicts with special force the mystery of virtue itself. Virtue is the "magic" of
the moral life for it often appears in the most unexpected persons and places and with surprising results.
Instead, the story draws our attention to her virtuous character. The story portrays the paradoxical truth that
unless virtue is in a person she will not be able to find, appreciate, or embrace virtue in another. In this sense
also our destinies are not fated: The fairy then says to Beauty: Through greed, jealousy, and pride their hearts
have become like stone. Like all the great fairy tales, "Beauty and the Beast" invites us to draw analogies
between its imaginary world and the world in which we live. It supplies the imagination with information that
the self also uses to distinguish what is true from what is not. But how, we might ask, is the imagination itself
awakened, and how is it made moral? These are important questions for the moral educator, and they are not
so easily answered. They are often committed today, especially when the role of reason in human conduct is
overestimated and the roles of the will and the imagination are underestimated. This hazard is increased by a
utilitarian and instrumentalist ethos that has seeped to the moral tap roots of our culture. Despite the
overwhelming evidence that we are failing to transmit morality effectively to our children, we persist in
teaching ethics as if it comes from a "how to" manual for successful living. Moral educators routinely
introduce moral principles and even the virtues themselves to students as if they are practical instruments for
achieving success. When we tell our children that standards of social utility and material success are the
measurements of the value of moral principles and virtues, then it is not likely that our pedagogy is going to
transform the minds or convert the hearts of young people. As Buber observed in his own classroom, all that
we will accomplish is to confirm the despair of the weak, darken the envy of the poor, justify the greed of the
rich, and encourage the aggression of the strong. Much of what passes for moral education fails to nurture the
moral imagination. Yet, only a pedagogy that awakens and enlivens the moral imagination will persuade the
child or the student that courage is the ultimate test of good character, that honesty is essential for trust and
harmony among persons, and that humility and a magnanimous spirit are goods greater than the prizes won by
selfishness, pride, or the unscrupulous exercise of position and power. The moral imagination is not a thing,
not so much a faculty even, as the very process by which the self makes metaphors out of images given by
experience and then employs these metaphors to find and suppose moral correspondences in experience. The
moral imagination is active, for well or ill, strongly or weakly, every moment of our lives, in our sleep as well
as when we are awake. But it needs nurture and proper exercise. Otherwise it will atrophy like a muscle that is
not used. The richness or the poverty of the moral imagination depends upon the richness or the poverty of
experience. When human beings are young and dependent upon parents and others who assume custodial care
for them, they are especially open to formation through experiences provided by these persons. When we
argue or discuss what kind of education or recreation our children should have we are acknowledging these
realities. Unfortunately, more often than not, this society is failing to provide children with the kinds of
experience that nurture and build the moral imagination. One measure of the impoverishment of the moral
imagination in the rising generation is their inability to recognize, make, or to use metaphors. My college
students do not lack an awareness of morality, although they might be confused or perplexed about its basis or
personal ownership. Sadly, the only kind of story many of my undergraduate students seem to be able to
follow are news reports and sitcom scripts. The majority of the class was unable to name five metaphors. It
was not that these young people lacked a practical definition of a metaphor. They had been provided with such
a definition over and over again in English courses. They lacked, however, a personal knowledge of metaphor
that only an active imagination engenders. I suspect that in the past these students had gotten the idea that all
they needed to do was look for the so-called "facts" in a book. Facts are things whose meaning belongs to their
use and whose use requires relatively little interpretation. We are living in a culture in which metaphor is
discarded for the so called "facts. Meanwhile, the imagination is neglected and is left unguarded and
untrained. Fairy tales and fantasy stories transport the reader into other worlds that are fresh with wonder,
surprise, and danger. They challenge the reader to make sense out of those other worlds, to navigate his way
through them, and to imagine himself in the place of the heroes and heroines who populate those worlds. The
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safety and assurance of these imaginative adventures is that risks can be taken without having to endure all of
the consequences of failure; the joy is in discovering how these risky adventures might eventuate in
satisfactory and happy outcomes. Yet the concept of self is also transformed. The images and metaphors in
these stories stay with the reader even after he has returned to the "real" world. These stories offer powerful
images of good and evil and show her how to love through the examples of the characters she has come to
love and admire. This will spur her imagination to translate these experiences and images into the constitutive
elements of self identity and into metaphors she will use to interpret her own world. She grows increasingly
capable of moving about in that world with moral intent. When the moral imagination is wakeful, the virtues
come to life, filled with personal and existential, as well as social, significance. We need desperately to adopt
forms of moral pedagogy that are faithful to the ancient and true vocation of the teacher to make persons into
mature and whole human beings, able to stand face to face with the truth about themselves and others, and
desiring to correct their faults and to emulate goodness and truth wherever it is found. The word carries with it
the full burden of our concerns over the decline of morality. Teaching value, whether family values,
democratic values, or religious values, is touted as the remedy for our moral confusion. Of course, this
consensus about the need for stronger moral values immediately cracks and advocates retreat when the
inevitable question is raised as to which values should be taught. I do not think that the current debate over
values lends much promise of clarifying what we believe in or what morality we should be teaching our
children. Values certainly are not the answer to moral relativism. Quite to the contrary, values talk is entirely
amenable to moral relativism.
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Allegorical Novels These novels, or portions of them, are allegoricalâ€”the elements of the story represent
something beyond the literal. This includes fables which often use animals as stand-ins for humans, and
illustrate a moral or life lesson. He comes across a village that is being buried by drifting sand dunes. It is
arranged for him to stay overnight in one of the homes, so he lowers himself by a rope ladder and stays with a
woman who feeds him. She makes some statements that the man finds unusual. The next morning, the rope
ladder is gone; he panics, unsure how to get out. This can be read as an allegory for the monotony of modern
society, the meaninglessness of life, or the human condition. On the Beach Nevil Shute It has been one year
since a nuclear war has devastated most of the world. Australia is the last safe zone from the radiation, but not
for long. Naval officers Holmes and Towers go on a mission looking for life, and to find the source of a radio
signal. This can be read as a cautionary fable for the results of nuclear war. Tom Jones Henry Fielding Tom is
an abandoned baby who is taken in by a wealthy squire. He grows up to be a rogue, and becomes alienated
from his household. Tom Jones can be read as an allegory for the quest for wisdom. Sophia is the Greek word
for wisdom. He is nearing the Ceremony of Twelve, where a child is given their profession. He sees his
friends receiving normal assignments, but his abilities cause his selection as the new Receiver of Memory.
This will mean leaving his normal life and also undergoing severe pain. Also on the train is Walt Whambold, a
batting star in the American League. When the train has to make a stop, the passengers go to a nearby carnival
where Roy excels at a baseball contest. This leads to a little baseball showdown between Roy and Walt. The
narrative jumps ahead fifteen years with Roy signed, now as a batter, to help a losing major league team. They
take him to the doctor, but are turned away. Kino is intent on securing more money, so he goes pearl diving;
his wife prays for a big find. This could be an allegory for the danger of greed, or for the fallacy of the
American dream. He visited Lilliput, populated by tiny people; Brobdingnag, populated by giants; and several
other places on the third and fourth trips, each with their own peculiarities. He goes to court and talks to his
lawyer, trying to make sense of his situation. A ranch hand, Manuel, needs money because of his gambling
problem. He sells Buck to a dog breaker, who, in turn, sells him again to Perrault and Francois. Buck has to
adapt to the hierarchy of living with other dogs, as well as dealing with human masters. Forster Helen Schlegel
and Paul Wilcox have a brief engagement. Helen returns to Wickham Place where she lives with her sister
Margaret. She wants to leave her home, Howards End, to Margaret when she dies. On one of his expeditions, a
terrible storm shipwrecks him on a deserted island. He tries to ensure he has sufficient food and shelter. He
wonders if there is anyone else on the island, and what their reaction to him might be. He gradually learns of
all the changes that have occurred, covering commerce, human rights, labor, gender roles, and class
distinctions. The first chapter can be read as an allegory for the society of its time; it is compared to a huge
coach being pulled by the masses with the elite riding, trying to maintain their positions. Shortly after, a
person gets sick and dies. When others die, it is suspected that the strange malady is bubonic plague. East of
Eden John Steinbeck Spanning almost sixty years, the narrative covers three generations of the Trask and
Hamilton families. It begins with Samuel Hamilton, who has five sons. His family does well despite not
having a lot of money. Meanwhile, Cyrus Trask has two sons, Adam and Charles. Adam joins the army while
Charles stays at the ranch. They meet Cathy Ames, who shows up at the ranch seriously injured. This novel
can be read as an allegory of the biblical story of Cain and Abel. The Ugly American William J. The local
communists are hostile to the American influence in their country. When Sears is recalled to the United States,
he is replaced by Gilbert MacWhite, an accomplished diplomat conversant with communism, Marxism, Soviet
theory, and Sarkhanese history and politics. The episodes in this novel can be read as parables for the success
or failure of U. S foreign policy, especially in its fight against communism. They go to the saloon to drink and
play poker. There is talk of cattle rustlers in the area. A rider rushes in and says a local ranch hand, Kinkaid,
has been shot during a cattle raid. The Ox-Bow Incident can be considered a parable for the rise of fascism and
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the success of fascist leaders to influence people. His presence was requested by the Count. He wants to visit
the Castle but this is against the rules. It is difficult for him to get anything done with the complex bureaucracy
that is in place. The Castle could be an allegory for complex or inefficient government. He meets a boy who
wants him to draw, but the narrator wants to repair his engine. This little boy, the prince from the title, is from
another planet. The prince has a treasured rose on his planet that he misses. Before coming to earth, the prince
visited many asteroids, each with an inhabitant who behaved oddly. The prince has an innocent perception of
life, different from most adults. The characters the prince meets during his travels are allegorical â€” they
represent a human trait best avoided. He has had a recurring dream about finding his fortune in an Egyptian
pyramid; a gypsy woman tells him he must go to Egypt. He makes his way to Tangier. After he is robbed of
all his money, he starts working at a crystal shop to save enough money to get back home. Sections of The
Alchemist can be read as parables for the way that Coelho thinks people should live. Readers can make
generalizations about living from various incidents in the story. Find popular novels to read online, or find a
novel to add to your to-buy list. Hope you found your next book to read among these suggested novels.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Alisoun has often been characterized as attempting to do away with authority altogether, as setting up a
heterodox doctrine of marriage based on female supremacy to replace the traditional medieval view,
sanctioned by the church fathers and by common law, that wives should be humble, obedient, and submissive
to their husbands in all things. Alisoun does not deny authority when authority is true; she tells us straight off
that authority and experience agree on the great lesson "of wo that is in mariage. Alisoun triumphantly shows
in her prologue that economic "maistrye" 2 not only brings her the independence and freedom to love that the
proscriptions of "auctoritee" deny her but enables her to create finally a mutually nourished marital bond truer
than any envisioned by the traditionalists. Though obviously referring to the events of her personal life -- to
her five husbands, her cloth making, her love of travel -- the word also includes a larger context, the
experience of her whole social class, the bourgeoisie engaged in trade. It is in terms of this greater experience
that we must understand what Alisoun means by "maistrye" and what her claim to marital sovereignty rooted
in "maistrye" would have meant to her peers. As a cloth maker in the west of England at this time, she was
engaged in the most lucrative trade possible. By the late fourteenth century, the English wool trade had
become as much a trade in finished cloth as it Page was in the raw wool itself, 3 and the clothmaking industry
had entered the export markets, in addition to supplying domestic needs. The English cloth makers, thanks to
protective legislation, were able to underprice their European competitors, to the point of contributing to a
severe depression in Flanders, and thus to surpass the Flemish product in quantity as well as in quality.
Women wool merchants and clothiers are common enough in the records of this period. As early as the
thirteenth century, English cloth manufacture was evolving from an urbanbased, guild-monopolized trade to a
rural-based "domestic" industry, in which the clothier owned the material of manufacture throughout the
stages of production 9. Alisoun is no modest artisan. Her extensive travels at home and abroad are appropriate
to her business as well as to her pleasure, and though she is provincial she comes from the richest of
provinces. In addition to the wealth she has garnered from wool, a good deal of property, including most likely
the cloth business itself, has come to her from her husbands. Her legal title to this property is clear; she herself
says that she gave it freely to Jankyn when she married him, and one cannot give what one does not own. Her
claim is fully confirmed by the legal habits of her community. The customs of the bourgeoisie, customs that
had the effect of law, gave propertied married women rights that were denied them by both the common law
which affected the rights of women whose property was held in manorial fiefs and the canon law. In these
customs, for example, we find that the position of the married woman was very different from that which the
common law assigned her, the complete merging of her personality being obviously out of harmony with
bourgeois habits. When custom conflicted with common law, the Court of Common Pleas tended to rule in
favor of the custom. It was common for husbands to leave property to their wives without entail or other
encumbrance and for the widow to be made executor. I wolde no lenger in the bed abide If that I felte his arm
over my side, Til he hadde maad his raunson unto me; Thanne wolde I suffre him do his nicetee. And since we
may assume from her account that she was far too good a business woman to marry a man whose property was
encumbered with children or other undesirable heirs, she has amassed a great deal of land and fee by the time
we encounter her on the road to Canterbury. It is within the context of her class and station that Alisoun makes
her correction of traditional marriage teaching and teachers, including Jerome. She is not bitterly attacking
them, for why should she attack a body of material so clearly removed as the fathers themselves admit from
the lives of common wedded folk? She is not setting up a heresy, a counterreligion. To argue this is not only to
disregard common pastoral doctrine and the customs of her class but to distort her own expressed intention
and the tone of her debate. She does not deny the celibate ideal its due; she merely points out its lack of
domestic economy. A good wife should be thrifty, and only an imprudent household would set its board
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exclusively with gold and silver dishes as Jerome himself said, echoing Paul. Jerome is one of those figures
who open themselves up to such treatment, for the most intemperate of antifeminist Christian satirists is a man
best known in his private life for the circle of women disciples he collected, whose education he encouraged in
a series of notably eloquent letters. And Alisoun is as exegetically skilled, as polemically successful, as
Jerome would have wished any of his women friends to be; she has simply taken him at his word "I do not
condemn even octogamy" 18 and remarried all those times. Jerome was, moreover, a man so brilliantly
vituperative that he constantly embarrassed himself. The Adversus Jovinianum got him into a great deal of
trouble at the time it was written, so much so that his friend Pammachius withdrew from circulation and
destroyed as many copies of the treatise as he could lay his hands on. The record of this controversy was not
lost in the Middle Ages. For in burning the book that contains so much of the Adversus Jovinianum, Alisoun
is simply consigning yet another copy of the treatise to the fate that Pammachius and Jerome himself ordered
for it when it first appeared. They purport to be concerned with devotional instruction and morality, but as
moral works they are curiously self-contradictory. Their morality tends to be "gentility," manners and
deportment only, and demonstrates a single-minded concern with domestic propriety. Yet they pretend also
that social reward is unrelated to economic power, especially for women. They emphasize "gentilesse,"
"honour," "worship," and "prow," but in senses Page more appropriate to the Franklin, even to the Merchant,
than to the Knight. It is this fuzzy "morality" of the deportment-book writer that especially exercises the Wife
in her early experiences with husbands and in her tale. And their books, like all such books for children, reflect
more what the writers think marriage ought to be than what it is. They exemplify biased lion painting at its
worst. Yet sometimes they have their practical side. The appearance of matrimonial unity was as important as
the appearance of corporate unity is today, and for the same reasons. Rumors of her fall reached the
community where her husband lived. To dispel them, he dispatched her two brothers to fetch her home,
decorated his house, and received her with great public display. The merchant was wise because in keeping his
wife he kept his own estate. She was frequently required to act for him in a legal capacity. Thus we hear of
Margaret Paston holding a manor court while her husband was in London tending his legal affairs Davis, Vol.
That formidable royal aristocrat, Lady Isabel Berkeley, while in London trying to keep herself out of the
Tower, wrote to her husband: Sur your matter speedeth and doth right well, save my daughter costeth great
good; At the reverence of God send money or els I must lay my horse to pledge and come home on my feet:
And without such power, I would add, such injunctions would not be so important. If the deportment books
were content to teach that social behavior was simply a practical area of domestic economy, wifely
"gentilesse" would get little quarrel from Alisoun. But they are not. One of their morals is that among women
virtue alone will be rewarded with success, a lesson that could not be further from the fact of most medieval
marriages. LaTour-Landry begins his treatise with a tale of the king of England come to seek a wife among the
three daughters of the king of Denmark. The eldest was lovely but coquettish, the middle one bold of speech,
and the youngest meek, well-mannered, and ugly. The king took the youngest because she was "ferme in her
estate, behaving, and of good maners" LaTour-Landry, p. His choice was against the advice of his friends,
who warned him, significantly, that he would "lose worship" if he did not choose the oldest, the heiress. It is a
pretty tale, but it must be contrasted with the words of Stephen Scrope, writing around In view of such
discrepancies between medieval theory and medieval practice, one must be careful about accepting the
deportment books as authorities on what was actually anticipated in a medieval marriage. These books have
much the same quality as modern books on dating etiquette for teenagers, which offer advice we truly know to
be honored more in the breach than in the observance. Occasionally, the writers themselves will admit the
impracticality of what they appear to be counseling. And excuse me if the story telleth of cruelty too great to
my mind and above reason. But not quite, for they would have had to approve, though perhaps grudgingly, her
mastery of the practical aspects of domestic economy and public "honour. Her "gites" are of scarlet, the
choicest material And, as she says, there are no moths or mites in her wardrobes. Yet the wit Alisoun directs
at traditional marriage lore, coming as it does from the rich experience of her class, should not horrify her
audience though they may take exception to some of it because they would recognize the common truth of
what she is saying. Take for instance her ridicule of clerical teaching concerning the remarriage of widows. In
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fact, a rich widow was considered to be a match equal to, or more desirable than, a match with a virgin of
property. A wealthy widow was considered a real find, even for a family as landed as the Pastons. The sole
considerations are money and the inheritance rights of issue from previous marriages. Thus Agnes Paston
insisted that Scrope reveal in full before any betrothal was arranged "if he were maried [to Elizabeth Paston]
and fortuned to have children, if tho children schuld enheryte his lond or his dowter be wheche is maried"
Davis, Vol. And Edmund Paston reassures his family concerning the widow with the thousand pounds that she
"has but ij chylderen whyche shalbe at be dedys charge Nor do we find such a lack of concern only among the
practical Pastons. The Page Knight of LaTour-Landry praises the piety of widows who do not remarry, but it
is clear that his expectations for his own daughters are quite different: But, my faire doughters, take hereby a
good ensaumple, that yef be fortune ye fall into a good marriage, and afterwardes God take youre husbondes
from you, wedde you not ayen vnauisely for vain plesaunce, but werkithe bi the counsaile of youre true
frendes. As Alisoun knows from experience, the true fruits of marriage are described neither in Jerome nor in
the deportment books but are set in the marriage bed. Its important spoils for her are neither children nor
sensual gratification but independence. Her parents married her off when she was twelve, an early enough age
to suggest either notable greed or straitened financial circumstances on their part The extent to which parents
who were set on a marriage would go in order to break the will of a reluctant daughter is chillingly attested by
the experience of Elizabeth Paston when her mother had bound her to the dreadful Scrope: The lesson that
Alisoun has learned is obvious: She alternately chides and flatters her old husbands into allowing her to walk
about the town in her good clothes, but her freedom is hard earned: And therfore every man this tale I telle:
Winne whoso may, for al is for to selle; With empty hand men may no hawkes lure. For winning wolde I al his
lust endure, And make me a feined appetit -- And yit in bacon hadde I nevere delit. The husband deserves
control of the wife because he controls the estate; this is a fundamental lesson in the deportment books. The
logic is clear: This is not a spiritual doctrine but a property doctrine, based on the facts of a mercantile
economy. Similarly, Alisoun realizes that sovereignty is synonymous with economic control: They hadde me
yiven hir land and hir tresor: Me needed nat do lenger diligence To winne hir love or doon hem reverence. For
the reverence she did him, of course. Alisoun carries the lesson to its conclusion; once reverence is rewarded,
the need for it is past. Why Alisoun married her fourth husband is unclear from her prologue, but we may
assume it had something to do with "ricchesse," since Jankyn is the only exception she makes to this rule.
Therfore I made my visitaciouns To vigilies and to processiouns, To preching eek, and to thise pilgrimages,
To playes of miracles and to mariages. Yet it is clear that, by this point in her career, pleasure -- even love -- is
a motive she is also free to entertain. Alisoun is no simple acquisitive machine. Husband number four calls
forth her fine lyricism "Upon my youthe and on my jolitee" WBP, l. Her happiness at this stage in her life,
however, can have little to do with the quality of that fourth marriage, which was as battle-ridden and woeful
as any of the first three. What has changed for her is the degree of her financial independence.
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In morals it is evident that he was, according to his lights, a strictly honest and honourable man. The real
difference is much more one of morals than of manners. No, your morals have nothing to do with my
reluctance to introduce him. Ficino differed from the majority of his contemporaries in this that, while he felt
the influence of antiquity no less strongly than they did, he never lost his faith in Christianity, or contaminated
his morals by contact with paganism. Waiting until after marriage is following my morals, not his. How could
people go to church on Sunday with one set of morals and spend the rest of the week with another? Give up
the antiquated morals or the relationship. His ambitions were boundless and his morals lax. The picture given
of Jerusalemite morals is an appalling one. The state of morals is mirrored in the canons denouncing prevalent
vices. The scribe could train the individual in morals and in manners; but the high priest was the ruler of the
nation. The great work, upon which he had been engaged for many years, the Principles of Morals and
Legislation, was published in With the principles of private morals he really deals only so far as is necessary
to enable the reader to appreciate the impulses which have to be controlled by law. Like Augustus, he
attempted a reformation of morals and religion. Though still comparatively young, Gerhard had already come
to be regarded as the greatest living theologian of Protestant Germany; in the numerous "disputations" of the
period he was always protagonist, while on all public and domestic questions touching on religion or morals
his advice was widely sought. By this principle Ferguson endeavours to reconcile all moral systems. With
Hobbes and Hume he admits the power of self-interest or utility, and makes it enter into morals as the law of
self-preservation. Farazdaq of the Bani Tamim, a good Moslem but loose in morals, lived chiefly in Medina
and Kufa, and was renowned for his command of language. His language has the purity of the desert, his
morals are those of the city, his universalism is that of the man of the world. Translated into the plainest
English, the position is as follows: Elected pope on the 29th of May , he attempted to reform clerical morals;
but neither the decrees of the Latin council nor his personal precepts had much effect. Polygamy is not
practised; early marriages are rare, and their morals are generally better than those of their Christian masters.
While professor of morals at Leipzig, Otto Mencke planned the Acta eruditorum, with a view to make known,
by means of analyses, extracts and reviews, the new works produced throughout Europe. He did not confine
himself to news, but wrote something very like finished essays on questions of policy, trade and domestic
concerns; he also introduced a "Scandal Club," in which minor questions of manners and morals were treated
in a way which undoubtedly suggested the Tatlers and Spectators which followed. For about thirty years the
most important event in Roman literature was the production of the satires of Lucilius, in which the politics,
morals, society and letters of the time were criticized with the utmost freedom and pungency, and his own
personality was brought immediately and familiarly before his contemporaries. Unrestrained conversation on
the topics which most interested him - philosophy, politics, morals, religion - was at this time to be had in
Holland with less danger and in greater abundance than in any other country in the world. He was by no means
indifferent to private virtue, which indeed he judged the basis of all healthy national existence; but in the
realm of politics he postponed morals to political expediency. In he was pastor of the South Congregational
Church of Boston, and in was preacher to the university and Plummer professor of Christian Morals at
Harvard; he then left the Unitarian Church, with which his father had been connected as a clergyman at
Hadley, resigned his professorship and became pastor of the newly established Emmanuel Church of Boston. I
think it was a backward step when women started stooping to the morals of men. If it meant abandoning the
morals, maybe that was what she should do. But analytic thinking is victorious in morals, where the test of
formal self-consistency distinguishes virtue from vice. He was, however, blameless in morals and reverent in
religion. The native Thracians were inferior in morals, allowing their girls complete licence till marriage. They
retain the old high standard of morals, and in some instances go beyond it, as in the injunctions to be kind to
enemies Prov.
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